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ABSTRACT

This paper shows how explicit parallel function calls can be de�ned and implemented on top of Concurrent
ML hiding the details about creation and communication of di�erent threads The provided parallel
schemes are mainly inspired by the And�Or�parallelism known from logic programming and pipelining
which together provide an outline how other schemes can be coded The application of these functions is
demonstrated by examples taken from logic and algebraic computation
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� Introduction

This work presents the de�nition and the implementationof several useful general schemes of parallelization
on top of Concurrent ML �CML� which utilize the polymorphism of Standard ML �SML� We provide
explicit functions for di�erent forms of parallelism which completely hide the functionality of CML In
particular the user does not need to have any knowledge about start and shutdown of the system and its
scheduler

For many problems in Arti�cial Intelligence �AI� and also Symbolic Computation �SC� exist schemes for
parallelization One classical parallel scheme applied in AI is the And�Or parallelism� while in Computer
Algebra �CA� pipelining for number crunching and the multiple homomorphic image scheme for algebraic
transformations �Kri��� are often applied Therefore it appears natural to provide suitable high�level
functions which allow on the one hand to make use of some explicit scheme for parallelization and which
hide on the other hand the details of thread creation and communication

We demonstrate the application of this library with the help of small examples from AI and SC
We present the multiple homomorphic image technique� a tautology checker� and pipelining Although
currently CML is running on a single sequential machine our implementation can be used for competing
heuristics for a given problem

CML as de�ned in �Rep��� is a concurrent extension of SML �for the de�nition see �MTH��� MT����
It extends SML which is a general purpose high�level functional programming language with imperative
features� an exception mechanism� and a powerful parametric module system �for an introduction see
�Pau���� The added features in CML are mainly synchronous operations as �rst�class values

SML originally evolved as a �meta�language� in the context of logic deductions and has been meanwhile
successfully applied to the implementation of various theorem provers Also computer algebra can bene�t
from several of its features as shown in �GL����

� The SML notation of algebraic notions comes very close to algebraic speci�cations
� The state�of�the�art module facility allows the implementation of generic algorithms on a corresponding

level of abstraction
� The strong polymorphic type system enforces a considerable discipline in coding which makes the

code easier to understand for another programmer or newcomer to the �eld

It also has to be mentioned that SML has a formally de�ned semantics which provides the potential to
reason about programs

CML inherits the features of SML and adds the following properties�

a high�level model of concurrency with dynamic creation of threads� typed channels� and rendezvous�
style communication�

automatic reclamation of threads and channels which happens in case they become inaccessible�
pre�emptive scheduling to guarantee regular context switches and non�starvation of threads

First steps towards a formal semantics of CML are done in �Rep��� which could be extended to allow
reasoning about CML programs So far CML has been mainly used for the implementation of several user
interfaces eg a multi�threaded X�window system toolkit �RG���

The main contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows�

� a set of polymorphic functions written in CML which force an explicit parallel execution is given�
� the possibility of implementing several schemes of parallelism on top of CML is demonstrated�
� these functions are applied to several problems from the �elds of logic and computer algebra

In Sec � we summarize some schemes which are used for the parallelization of problems in AI and
SC The Sec � describes the CML implementation of general functions which perform computations in
parallel Examples are shown in Sec � Finally we conclude and suggest future work

� Schemes for Parallelization

This section presents the de�nition of some schemes for parallelism that are commonly used We mainly
focus on And�Or�parallelism and on a special form of pipelining The former form is well known from
logic programming in the context of Prolog �see eg �Sha
���
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The simplest cases are And�Or�parallelism shown in Fig � where one data is proccessed in parallel by
a list of given functions In case of And�computations the result is the list of all results� the Or�computation
gives the �rst result that is available Unlike as needed in logic programming we assume here that the
parallel And�branches do not communicate

d d

And Or
� � � � � �

f� � � � fn f� � � � fn

� � � � � �

List of f��d� � � � fn�d� Await �rst of f��d� � � � fn�d�

val And � �a � ��a �� ��b� list �� ��b list

val Or � �a � ��a �� ��b� list �� ��b

Fig� �� And�Or�Parallelism� Schemes and Types

The parallel mapping schema Pmap shown in Fig � applies in parallel the same function f to di�erent
data� while the parallel selection schema Psel chooses the fastest result These two schemes are analogous
to the And�Or shown above� but in this case a single function is applied in parallel to a list of data

f f

Pmap Psel
� � � � � �

d� � � � dn d� � � � dn

� � � � � �

List of results f�d�� � � � f�dn� Choose the fastest f�d�� � � � f�dn�

val Pmap � ��a �� ��b� �� �a list �� ��b list

val Psel � ��a �� ��b� �� �a list �� ��b

Fig� �� Parallel Mapping and Parallel Selection� Schemes and Types

Also the schemes shown in Fig � are similar to the And and Or schemes� resp� with the di�erence that
in this case the function returns a boolean result It is considered as a property that has to be ful�lled Here
ExistsF returns immediately true when one of the given functions returns true AllD returns immediately
false when one of the given functions returns false
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ExistsF AllD

� � � � � �

f��d� � � � fn�d� f�d�� � � � f�dn�
� � � � � �

true i� one is true bool � � � bool false i� one is false bool � � � bool

val ExistsF � �a � ��a �� bool� list �� bool

val AllD � �a list � ��a �� bool� �� bool

Fig� �� ExistsF� True when exists one function that returns true� AllD� True when all the functions return true

The last parallel schema we present is one form of pipelining Here� as we can see from the typing given
in Fig � we have a list of data and a list of functions Di�erent threads execute in parallel k functions
f� � � �fk� f� will be execute by the �rst thread and fk will be execute by the kth thread In this case all
the threads have to communicate synchronously the data to the next one Thus� at every step� the output
of the ith function applied to a given data will be send to the �i � ��th thread The output of the last
thread is collected again in a list of data

f� f� f� � � �

f��d��
�

f��d�� f��f��d���
� �

f��d�� f��f��d��� f��f��f��d���� � � �
� � �

val Pipeline � ��a list � ���a �� ��a� list �� ��a list

Fig� �� Pipeline

� Implementation in CML

In this section we give a brief introduction to CML Only those features which are used later on will be
presented Based on this summary we outline the implementation of di�erent parallel schemes from the
previous section

CML is based on SML which is a sequential language We summarize some properties from �Rep����

� it o�ers a high�level model of concurrency�
� I�O support is integrated�
� automatic reclamation of threads and channels is provided in case they become inaccessible

For our implementation we use the version CML���
 which is based on the SML�NJ compiler �
The functionality of CML is provided by � structures� CML� RunCML� and CIO The structure CML o�ers

the core functionality and the structure RunCML adds the bookkeeping code for start and termination of
CML programs The structure CIO implements concurrent versions of I�O

Here we show a part of the signature of CML�

signature CONCUR	ML 

sig
��� events ���
type �a event

� Copyright 	
�
� 	

� 	

	� 	

�� 	

�� 	

�� 	

�� 	

� by AT�T Bell Laboratories
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�� ��� ��
val sync � �a event �� �a
val poll � �a event �� �a option

��� threads ���
type thread	id

�� ��� ��
val spawn � �unit �� unit� �� thread	id
val yield � unit �� unit
val exit � unit �� �a

��� condition variables ���
�� ��� ��

��� channels ���
type �a chan

�� ��� ��
val channel � unit �� ��a chan
val send � ��a chan � �a� �� unit
val accept � �a chan �� �a
val transmit � ��a chan � �a� �� unit event
val receive � �a chan �� �a event

��� real�time synchronization ���
�� ��� ��

end �� signature CONCUR	ML ��

We mainly make use of threads which are created by spawn and communicate via channels which are
created by channel Synchronization is achieved by calls of send and receive but there is also a form of
polling which can be implemented by the composing poll with transmit or receive

Next we show a part of the signature of RunCML�

signature RUN	CML 

sig
structure CML � CONCUR	ML

�� log�unlog channels and servers for initialization and termination ��
�� ��� ��

�� run the system ��
val doit � ��unit �� unit� � int option� �� unit
exception Running

�� export a CML program ��
val exportFn � �string � �string list �� OS�Process�status� � int option�

�� unit

�� shutdown a run ��
val shutdown � unit �� �a
exception NotRunning

end �� RUN	CML ��

The functionality needed in our implementation is doit for starting a CML program and shutdown for
stopping it Since threads can only terminate themselves by calling exit inaccessible threads are garbage
collected or terminated by the use of shutdown

Finally we show a part of the signature of CIO�

signature CONCUR	IO 

sig
structure CML � CONCUR	ML

include IO
�� ��� ��

val print � string �� unit

end �� CONCUR	IO ��

For purpose of testing we make only use of print The substructures CML of RunCML and CIO are the same
According to the schemes for parallelization presented in the previous section we wish to achieve a

functionality presented by the following signature�

signature Parallel 

sig

structure R � RUN	CML
structure C � CONCUR	ML
structure CIO � CONCUR	IO
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val TimeSlice � int
exception WrongTimeSlice
exception EmptyList

val And � �a � ��a �� ��b� list �� ��b list
val Or � �a � ��a �� ��b� list �� ��b
val � � ��a �� ��b� � ��a �� ��c� �� ��a �� ���b � ��c��
val v � ��a �� ��b� � ��a �� ��b� �� ��a �� ��b�

val AllD � �a list � ��a �� bool� �� bool
val AllF � �a � ��a �� bool� list �� bool
val ExistsD � �a list � ��a �� bool� �� bool
val ExistsF � �a � ��a �� bool� list �� bool
val Pipeline � ��a list � ���a �� ��a� list �� ��a list

val Pmap � ��a �� ��b� �� �a list �� ��b list
val Psel � ��a �� ��b� �� �a list �� ��b
val mimd � ���a �� ��b� � �a� list �� ��b list
val best � ���a �� ��b� � �a� list �� ��b

end

We provide CML� RunCML� and CIO in form of substructures together with the value TimeSlice used to
trigger the scheduler The exception WrongTimeSlice will be raised if the functor Parallel is invoked
with a too small value for TimeSlice

The following things about this interface should be noted�

its generality making use of polymorphism�
its level of abstraction hiding completely calls to CML
its easy application hiding additionally the start and stop of running concurrent parts of a program

The restriction to weak type variables at several places is inherited from the implementation of channels
in CML

The implementation is encapsulated into a functor Parallel with the following signature �for the
presentation we use a particular extension found in SML�NJ along the lines of �Tof�����

funsig ParallelFun�structure Run � RUN	CML
structure Cio � CONCUR	IO
val TimeSlice � int
sharing Run�CML 
 Cio�CML� 


sig
include Parallel
sharing R 
 Run and C 
 Run�CML and CIO 
 Cio

end

Since the provided functions can also be combined there is the need to check whether the system is
already running or not In case it is necessary CML has to be initialized and terminated which is re�ected
by the function Par which can be wrapped around a function and its argument�

val running 
 ref false
local

open R R�CML
exception UncaughtParallelException

in
fun Par�inp� f� 


if ��running� then �f inp�
else let val out 
 ref NONE

val 	 

�running �
 true
�doit�fn �� 
�

let val outch 
 channel��
val 	 
 spawn�fn �� 
�

let val res 
 SOME�f inp�
in

send�outch� res�
end�

val 	 
 �out �
 accept�outch��
in

��
end�

SOME�TimeSlice���
running �
 false�

in
�shutdown�� handle NotRunning 
� ���
case �out of

NONE 
� raise UncaughtParallelException
� SOME�res� 
� res

end
end
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The only used exception is EmptyList for indicating that di�erent forms of Or�parallelism have been
called with an empty list All uncaught exceptions terminate the run of the CML part of a program and
return the exception UncaughtParallelException

Since And�Or�parallelism are the main forms we considered� the implementation of these two forms is
shown now In case of And several functions work in parallel over the same data producing a list of output

In case of And�parallelism several functions work in parallel over the same data All of them work in
an own thread The resulting list is provided in an extra channel

fun And�	� ��� 
 ��
� And�inp� �f�� 
 ��f inp��
� And�inp� flist� 

if ��running� then

let val outch 
 R�CML�channel��
fun collect �� res 
 R�CML�send�outch� res�

� collect �ch��t� r 
 collect t �R�CML�accept�ch���r�
fun create �� chlist 
 collect chlist ��

� create �f��t� chlist 

let val ch 
 R�CML�channel��
in

�R�CML�spawn�fn �� 
� let val out 
 �f inp�
in

R�CML�send�ch� out�
end�

create t �ch��chlist��
end

val 	 
 R�CML�spawn�fn �� 
� create flist ���
in

R�CML�accept�outch�
end

else Par���� fn �� 
� And�inp� flist��

In case of Or several functions work in parallel over the same data returning the �rst successful output
The other still pending threads will be caught from the outermost call of shutdown or can be garbage�
collected since they are not accessible any more

Here it is not necessary to create a list of channels for communicating the output A single channel is
enough Only the �rst arriving datum will be considered

fun Or�	� ��� 
 raise EmptyList
� Or�inp� �f�� 
 �f inp�
� Or�inp� flist� 

if ��running� then

let val ch 
 R�CML�channel��
fun create �� 
 ��

� create �f��t� 

�R�CML�spawn�fn �� 
� let val out 
 �f inp�

in
R�CML�send�ch� out�

end�
create t�

val 	 
 R�CML�spawn�fn �� 
� create flist�
in

R�CML�accept�ch�
end

else Par���� fn �� 
� Or�inp� flist��

Some more parts of the implementation are provided in the Appendix� particularly the pipelining

� Examples of Application

This section presents several examples which exploit di�erent schemes of parallelization

��� Multiple Homomorphic Image Schema

This approach belongs to a more general strategy used in the design of parallel algorithms� especially
from computer algebra� called algebraic transformation approach �Kri��� The application of this parallel
schema that is de�ned over an Euclidean Domain� can be summarized as follows�

� forward mapping creates several homomorphic images from integers Z�or from polynomialsZ�x�� to
Zp �or to Zp�x���

� the computations are performed in each domain completely parallel and independent�






� the Chinese Remainder Algorithm �CRA� is applied to the parallel solutions in order to get the solution
in the starting domain

In order to show the application of some the parallel schemes de�ned in Sect � we will consider a very
simple example� the addition of two integers

Given two integers n and m and a list of primes p�� p�� � � �pk� we create for every pi� i � � � � �k�
k homomorphic images of the two numbers in Zp� � � �Zpk We perform the addition over the k simpler
domains and we collect the k results s� � � �sk by applying CRA that will produce the solution S in the
original domainZ

In this case we have a list of data that are the pair of the two numbers computed in several domains
and the addition that has to be applied to every element of the list In Fig � we see how this input
con�guration matches with the Parallel Mapping schema given in Fig �

�
Pmap

� � �

Parallel �n�m� �Zp� � � � �n�m� �Zpk
Mapping � � �

Zp� � �n�m� � � � Zpk � �n�m�
s� � � � sk

CRA � � �

solution

Fig� �� Parallel Selection and CRA application

In order to implement this example we made use of the implementation of some algebraic notions
already presented in �GL��� Once the parallel schema is already de�ned� without knowing anything
about the concrete implementation of the parallelization� we mainly have to look at the signature of the
parallel methods in order to �nd the most suitable to our needs

� auxiliary functions prepare the �nal call The function prepare� formats the list of input data that
in this case into a list of k elements ��n�m�� pi�

fun prepare�input� primelist� 

let fun aux �� outlist 
 List�rev�outlist�

� aux �p��t� outlist 
 aux t ��input� p���outlist�
in

aux primelist ��
end

The k additions can be now computed in parallel in the di�erent domains Let us note that this
example can be immediately generalized to an arbitrary function func as becomes clear from the code
written below

fun compute�func� inplist� 

�P�Pmap �fn �inp� p� 
�

�IEED�mod��func �List�map �fn x 
� IEED�mod�x� p�� inp��� p��
p��

inplist�

The last function combine calls CRA sequentially in order to get the unique result The function
craN computes the solution for n congruences and it is de�ned within the Extended Euclidean Domain
�cf �GL����

fun combine�input� func� primelist� 

let val inplist 
 prepare�input� primelist�

val outlist 
 compute�func� inplist�
in

�IEED�craN�outlist�� primelist�
end

If we want to compare the success of this method for di�erent multiple homomorphic image schemes us�
ing di�erent primes we can use the parallel selection that can try several multiple homomorphic schemes in
parallel and get the fastest result In this case the input has to be a list of list of primes listOfPrimeList

fun compare�input� func� listOfPrimeLists� 

�P�Psel �fn primelist 
� combine�input� func� primelist��
listOfPrimeLists�

�



��� A Tautology Checker

This example will show a possible application of the ExistsF and AllD combinators� applied to a tautology
checker for propositional logic Given a propositional formula we expand it into a conjunctive normal form
�CNF	 as described in �Pau��� The main steps can be summarized as follows�

� push negation inward and eliminate double negation�
� get conjunctions out by using the distributive law�
� once we have the CNF check if� for every disjunction� there exists at least one literal together with its

negation� then the formula is a tautology

Given the propositional formula p we can obtain its CNF using the function ecnf Hereafter the CNF
is transformed into a list of lists of literals such that the parallel schemes can be applied After having
extracted all occuring names of atoms with names the inner function checking produces a correspond�
ing list of functions which check whether a particular name occurs as positive and negative literal in a
disjunction

We can apply the AllD parallelization to the conjunctively combined parts There will be correspond�
ingly many threads If one of them will not ful�ll the property of being a tautology� the entire process will
stop with false

For every disjunction it is possible to utilize a further degree of parallelism� by checking in parallel for
every atom in the disjunction� whether it appears together with its negation In order to do this check� the
ExistsF parallelization can be applied

fun tautology p 

let val inl 
 collect�ecnf �nnf p��

val nms 
 names p
fun checking �� 
 ��
� checking �n��t� 

��fn al 
� if ��List�exists �fn x
��x 
 Atom�n��� al�

andalso
�List�exists �fn y
��y 
 Neg�Atom�n���� al��
then true

else false���
�checking t��

val cfs 
 checking nms
in

P�AllD�inl� �fn dl 
� P�ExistsF�dl� cfs���
end

��	 Sorting by a Pipeline

The last example is a special application of the pipelining function Pipeline taken from �Kri
�� On the
one hand we make use of its polymorphic type On the other hand we will exploit imperative features of
SML

For the input we de�ne a special datatype InForSort�

datatype �a InForSort 

In of �a

� Out of �a list
� Void

This datatype will be used for providing input with In� collecting output with Out and a dummy token
Void since the function have to produce always some output One possible input to the function is for
example �In���� In���� In���� In���� In���� Out�� ���

The following function filter generates a list of functions which has the same length as the data list
All these functions have one memory cell and try to keep the smallest element which is provided At the
end they put the memorized element on top of the outputlist

fun filter � res 
 res
� filter n flist 

filter �n � ��
�let val mem 
 ref NONE
in

�fn inp 
�
��case inp of

Void 
� Void
� Out�out� 
� �case �mem of

NONE 
� Out�out�
� SOME�e� 
� Out�e��out��

��



� In�i� 
� �case �mem of
NONE 
� �mem �
 SOME�i�  Void�

� SOME�e� 
�
if Integer��
�e� i� then In�i�
else �mem �
 SOME�i�  In�e��������

flist
end�

The �ow of data is visualized in Fig � Elements are pushed in a stream�like fashion until the Out

token collects the result In this way the sorting of the input data can be performed in linear time since
all threads can perform the comparison in parallel

Input Output
� � �

�

� � ����� Void
� �

� � ����� � Void
� � �

� � ����� ����� Void Void
� � � �


 � �
��� ����� � Void Void � Void
� � � �

� � � ��� �
��� ����� Void Void � Void
� � � �

����� �
��� � Void � Void
� � �

������� �
��� Void � Void
� �

��������� 
 � Void
�

���������
�� ���������
�

Fig� �� Pipeline for sorting�

Finally the function sorting can be de�ned in terms of Pipeline and filter�

fun sorting ilist 
 P�Pipeline�ilist�
�filter �List�length�ilist�� ����

� Conclusions and Future Work

We have demonstrated how to encapsulate CML in a suitable way in order to provide explicit functions
for various forms of parallelismWe mainly focused on And�Or�parallelism and pipelining Such schemes
are used in problem solving techniques from AI and SC

The polymorphism of SML allows a su�ciently general implementation which can be reused in several
contexts Therefore this library can be applied to problems from both �elds Finally our implementation
gives the outline how more functions can be added to this library

At this point we can only experiment on a sequential single�processor machine Nevertheless by using
concurrency di�erent heuristics for the same problem can compete in this way In this case the solution
consists of the �rst successful computation

As future work we have plans to extend our approach to a real distributed programming environ�
ment This would require the availability of Distributed ML as mentioned in �Rep��� Such a distributed
programming toolkit can spread computation tasks over a net of computers which provides coarse�grain
parallelism

In this case it would be possible to perform a detailed analysis of various schemes of parallelism for
di�erent computational problems Furthermore such an implementation could be compared with other

��



existing libraries like the �System �BS��� Finally we could combine our work on the implementation of
particular algorithms from CA in SML outlined in �GL��� with the approach presented here
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A Partial Code of the Functor Parallel

We show some more parts of the implementation of functor Parallel using CML In particular the
implementation of the function Pipeline is given An input list of data is sent in a stream�like fashion to
a cascade of functions where all of these can work in parallel when data arrives

functor Parallel�structure Run � RUN	CML
structure Cio � CONCUR	IO
val TimeSlice � int
sharing Run�CML 
 Cio�CML

� � Parallel 

struct

structure R 
 Run
structure C 
 Run�CML
structure CIO 
 Cio

val TimeSlice 
 TimeSlice
exception WrongTimeSlice
exception EmptyList

�� some global variables and functions ��
val 	 
 if TimeSlice � �� then raise WrongTimeSlice

else �� ���� AS A SECURITY ����
val running 
 ref false
local open R R�CML
in

fun Par�inp� f� 
 �� ��� ��
end
�� functions ��
fun Pipeline�inp� ��� 
 inp
� Pipeline���� 	� 
 ��
� Pipeline�inp� �f�� 
 List�map f inp
� Pipeline�inp� flist� 

if ��running� then

let val first 
 R�CML�channel��
fun loop inch outch f 


let fun aux �� 

let val i 
 R�CML�accept�inch�

val res 
 �case i of
SOME�d� 
� SOME�f d�

� NONE 
� NONE�
val ev 
 R�CML�send�outch� res�

in
case i of

NONE 
� R�CML�exit��
� SOME�	� 
� aux ��

end
in

aux
end

fun create �� out 
 out
� create �f��t� inch 

let val newch 
 R�CML�channel��
in

�R�CML�spawn�loop inch newch f�
create t newch�

end
val last 
 create flist first
fun feed �� 
 R�CML�send�first� NONE�

� feed �h��t� 
 �R�CML�send�first� SOME�h��
feed t�

val 	 
 R�CML�spawn�fn �� 
� �feed inp��
fun receive �� 
 let val res 
 R�CML�accept�last�

in
case res of

NONE 
� ��
� SOME�elm� 
� �elm��receive���

end
in

receive ��
end

else Par���� fn �� 
� Pipeline�inp� flist��
�� ��� ��

end
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